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About This Game

Classic 2D Action Platformer

The story

One Day, the Sun Disappeared…
The world is about to turn into a ball of ice and something has to be done!

A boy starts on a journey to find the Sun and bring it back!

Features

Stamina Plays A Big Role
You will not be able to endlessly attack or defend.

The difference in stamina means the difference in your game.
Managing stamina will be an important part of the game.

Character Ability
Your character’s ability can be upgraded with Gold. You can earn Gold by slaying monsters.

Strength, Health, and Dexterity are the three abilities you can build up.

Various Gears
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There are about 100 different gears available in this game. Some gears will dictate the styling of your character as well. Some
gears are found in monsters and treasure chests.

Attribute System
Monsters will keep getting stronger as you advance. Keep in mind of the weapon attributes which can make a deciding

difference.

Pet System
There will be pets there to accompany you through the journey. You won’t be lonely.

Xbox & PS4 Controller Support

Indie Game Project By A Single creator

'One Day : The Sun Disappeared' is a One-man indie game development project
(including Programming, Art, Music and some parts of the fx sound)
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Title: One Day : The Sun Disappeared
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Teemo Soft
Publisher:
Teemo Soft
Release Date: 26 Aug, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

English,Japanese,Simplified Chinese
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I read one of the reviews saying the style of gameplay is similar to Final Fantasy Tactics (One of my favorite games). It is
nothing like that, with the exception of the chessboard setup of the levels. I have never played a game this unbelievably slow in
all my life.I really really really wanted to like it. I got 2 hours in trying to engage with the story but it is just so dry and tedious..
Very good game and a very good implementation of the mechanics

7/10 -IGN
Needs more Waterlevels. Crosswords is a very good game as it stands right now. Still got a ways to go. I see several people
complaining about lag and fram drop but ive had none. Large map to roam around and with no map to view it makes it more of
a task to survive. The developer Lex is very good about responding where he is needed in the forums and excepts suggestions
and complaints very well. Ths has the making of a great game in the future for people who like survival sandbox games. So my
Final review: Must have.. amazing dlc for total war rome. The control aren't well done, UI is weird, no straight objective, the
aiming and recoil feel off compared to most fps, the coloring and wheater also bad, I got blurred image where ever I move my
character, followed with dark circle on the UI IDK why. Not worth it, unless it's free then you can give a shot. Oh? I like this
one.. pretty good game. This game is amazing.
The only thing that sucks is the playerbase being small.
Other than that, this game is Amazing, the controls are smooth and the graphics are nice. the main idea of shooting to cover turf
is pulled of flawlessley.
Please buy this game and help out the community. I just purchased all the DLC yesterday on sale. I played first job and I have to
say it's pretty addictive and fun!! This is definitly going to be a Let's Play series on my YouTube channel!
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Woaw... Deep f**cking Woaw. This game is better and scarier than he first game,I hope the 3rd one is better and I would
recommend this to any one so I give this game a 100\/10,so anyone who is thinking of playing his game DO IT JUST DO IT ITS
SCARY BUT FUN!!!!!. Game was designed with interesting puzzles, beautiful artwork, and an awesome soundtrack. There are
some pretty cool mechanics and you really have to think outside of the box at times to complete each area.. An excellent
benchmarking tool. You can find it out there for less than $10, so this is very much worth picking up.. Could never survive more
than 10-15 minutes even on easy... far to difficult.
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